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Abstract
Validation is a critical component of any modelling process. In artificial neu-
ral network (ANN) modelling, validation generally consists of the assessment
of model predictive performance on an independent validation set (predictive
validity). However, this ignores other aspects of model validation considered
to be good practice in other areas of environmental modelling, such as resid-
ual analysis (replicative validity) and checking the plausibility of the model
in relation to a priori system understanding (structural validity). In order
to address this shortcoming, a validation framework for ANNs is introduced
in this paper that covers all of the above aspects of validation. In addition,
the validann R-package is introduced that enables these validation methods
to be implemented in a user-friendly and consistent fashion. The benefits of
the framework and R-package are demonstrated for two environmental mod-
elling case studies, highlighting the importance of considering replicative and
structural validity in addition to predictive validity.
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1. Introduction8
Validation has long been considered an important step in the develop-9
ment of environmental models (Jakeman et al., 2006). While there are some10
inconsistencies in terminology for this step of the model development process11
(e.g., see Oreskes et al., 1994; Rykiel Jr, 1996; Matott et al., 2009; Biondi12
et al., 2012), there is broad conceptual agreement that the purpose of model13
validation is to evaluate how useful a model is for a given purpose, thereby14
increasing confidence in model outputs (e.g. Power, 1993; Rykiel Jr, 1996;15
Biondi et al., 2012). Validation is also an important step in the development16
of artificial neural network (ANN) models, which have been used increasingly17
for environmental modelling over that past two decades (Maier and Dandy,18
2000; Dawson and Wilby, 2001; Maier et al., 2010; Abrahart et al., 2012; Wu19
et al., 2014). However, the validation process for ANN models is generally20
restricted to assessing the predictive performance of calibrated models on an21
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independent validation set (Maier et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2014), which has22
been referred to as predictive (Power, 1993), operational (Rykiel Jr, 1996)23
or performance validation (Biondi et al., 2012). This is in contrast to prac-24
tices in the wider environmental modelling community, where it has been25
recognized that model validation should also consider (i) how well a model26
has captured the underlying relationship in the calibration data, which has27
been referred to as replicative validation (Gass, 1983; Power, 1993) and (ii)28
how well a model is able to represent the underlying physical processes be-29
ing modelled (Thomann and Mueller, 1987), which has been referred to as30
structural (Power, 1993), conceptual (Rykiel Jr, 1996) or scientific validation31
(Biondi et al., 2012).32
While some aspects of replicative validation are generally considered in33
ANN modelling, such as the use of model goodness-of-fit statistics on the34
calibration (training) data, examination of the properties of model residuals,35
which is among the most commonly used model evaluation methods for other36
model types (Bennett et al., 2013), is generally not considered (Wu et al.,37
2014). Of even greater concern is that structural validity is generally omitted38
altogether (Kingston et al., 2005b; Wu et al., 2014; Mount et al., 2016). This39
might at least in part be due to the fact that ANNs do not represent physi-40
cal processes explicitly and that the calibrated parameters (e.g. connection41
weights) of ANNs do not have a direct physical meaning, making the assess-42
ment of conceptual validity more difficult. However, there are now a number43
of approaches that provide insight into the nature of the input-output rela-44
tionship that has been captured by trained ANNs (e.g. Dimopoulos et al.,45
1995; Lek et al., 1995; Olden and Jackson, 2002; Wilby et al., 2003; Jain46
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et al., 2004; Sudheer and Jain, 2004; Sudheer, 2005; Kingston et al., 2006b;47
Jain and Kumar, 2009; Mount et al., 2013; Dawson et al., 2014), giving an48
indication of whether an ANN model is able to simulate system behaviour49
that can be explained in a scientifically acceptable manner. Consequently,50
methods for assessing the structural validity of ANNs do exist and their con-51
sistent application would not only increase confidence in model outputs, but52
also increase the credibility of ANN models.53
In order to address the shortcomings associated with the commonly adopted54
approach to the validation of ANN models outlined above, the objectives of55
this paper are:56
1. To introduce a comprehensive validation framework for ANN mod-57
els that includes replicative, predictive and structural validation. As58
pointed out by Biondi et al. (2012), there is significant benefit in the59
development of validation protocols, as they facilitate more objective60
model inter-comparison and are likely to result in the development of61
superior models. Furthermore, as discussed in van Voorn et al. (2016),62
the uptake and use of information provided by models may be improved63
when a user’s model quality expectations are properly addressed by64
modellers. Such protocols help to create awareness among modellers65
as to what these expectations are. In acknowledging the need for more66
objective and consistent protocols in ANN model development, Abra-67
hart et al. (2012) identified the development and use of an agreed set68
of standard diagnostics for rigorous inter-model evaluation, and the69
adoption of more advanced diagnostics that could be used to trade-off70
goodness-of-fit against stable, consistent model behaviour and physical71
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rationality as two main research directions for meeting this agenda and72
Wu et al. (2014) introduced a protocol for ANN model development,73
including model validation, on which the ANN validation framework74
introduced in this paper builds.75
2. To introduce an R-package to facilitate implementation of the proposed76
validation framework. One potential reason for the lack of considera-77
tion of replicative and structural validity in the ANN modelling litera-78
ture is the inability to implement the required analysis approaches in79
a convenient and user-friendly manner, as has been done for the pre-80
dictive validation of ANNs (Dawson et al., 2007, 2010) and for other81
aspects of environmental modelling (e.g. Andrews et al. (2011); Pianosi82
et al. (2015); Stokes et al. (2015); Guo et al. (2016)). This R-package83
will not only enable ANN modellers to implement advanced valida-84
tion methods in a user-friendly and efficient manner, but will also in-85
crease consistency between modelling studies, increasing confidence in86
the results presented and our ability to compare results in an objective87
manner (Galelli et al., 2014; Maier et al., 2010).88
3. To demonstrate the importance of the consideration of all three types89
of validity (i.e. replicative, structural and predictive), as well as the90
application of the ANN model validation R-package, on two environ-91
mental modelling case studies, including (i) salinity forecasting in the92
River Murray, Australia and (ii) surface water turbidity prediction at93
a number of locations in southern Australia.94
It should be noted that the proposed validation framework and toolbox95
are applicable to multi-layer perceptron (MLP) ANNs, as these are by far96
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the most widely used ANN model architecture used in practice (Maier et al.,97
2010; Wu et al., 2014). Furthermore, the current focus is on ANN models98
that perform regression rather than classification and, as such, the proposed99
methods are more suited to regression problems. However, the framework100
and corresponding R-package may be extended in future to also include val-101
idation methods for classification models.102
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3,103
the proposed validation framework and toolbox are introduced, respectively,104
followed by their application to the two case studies in Section 4. The results105
are presented and discussed in Section 5 and a summary and conclusions are106
provided in Section 6.107
2. Proposed Validation Framework108
2.1. Overview109
The overall aim of model validation is to ensure that a trained ANN110
model does not contain known or detectable flaws so that it can be used for111
its intended purpose with confidence. In order to achieve this, the proposed112
validation framework includes the assessment of three aspects of model valid-113
ity, including replicative validity, predictive validity and structural validity114
(Gass, 1983) (Fig. 1). The purpose of replicative validation is to ensure the115
model has captured the underlying relationship in the training data, the pur-116
pose of predictive validation is to ensure the model can generalize over the117
range of training data, and the purpose of structural validation is to ensure118
model behaviour is plausible when compared with a priori knowledge of the119
system being modelled. Although all of these three aspects of validation120
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should be considered, which are most important depends on the intended121
purpose of the model. For example, if the primary purpose of the model is122
prediction and forecasting, the replicative and predictive validity are most123
important, although structural validity should also be considered. In con-124
trast, if the primary purpose of a model is to gain system understanding,125
then structural validity is most important, although replicative and predic-126
tive validity should also be considered. Further details of each of these steps127
are given in the subsequent sections.128
2.2. Replicative Validation129
2.2.1. Underlying philosophy130
A model is replicatively valid if it has captured the underlying relationship131
in the data used for model calibration (training) (Fig. 1). ANNs work on132
the premise that there is a real function underlying a system that relates a133
set of independent predictor variables to one or more dependent variables of134
interest. Therefore, if y is the target variable and x is a vector of input or135
predictor variables, it is assumed that:136
yi = f (xi, θ) + i, i = 1, . . . , N (1)
where f (·) is the model function, θ is a vector of “true” model parame-137
ters (e.g. connection weights) and  is a random error or disturbance that138
accounts for the natural uncertainty inherent in the process, together with139
any measurement errors associated with y. The aim of ANN calibration, or140
training, is to find estimates of the model parameters θˆ, such that the deter-141
ministic component of y (i.e. f (x, θ)) is appropriately captured. Here, the142
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Figure 1: Proposed validation framework for multilayer perceptron ANNs.
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accuracy of θˆ depends not only on the estimated parameter values, but also143
on the size of the vector θˆ (i.e. the selected dimensionality of the model).144
Typically, calibration of ANNs is based on standard least squares (LS)145
methods, whereby parameters are sought to minimise the sum of squared146
(SS) residuals (or a related criterion) between the observed data and the147
model predictions:148
SS
(
θˆ
)
=
N∑
i=1
[
yi − f
(
xi, θˆ
)]2
=
N∑
i=1
ˆ2i (2)
where N is the number of training data points and ˆ denotes the model149
residuals (the difference between the observed and predicted data, as opposed150
to the unobservable random component of y). While the SS criterion is151
often presumed to have general applicability, its use implies the following152
assumptions about the statistical distribution of  (Bates and Watts, 1988):153
1.  has zero mean;154
2.  has constant variance; and155
3. the i are mutually uncorrelated.156
Additionally, in order to make inferences about the model parameters, it is157
often assumed that  follows a Gaussian distribution; however, this assump-158
tion is not a requirement for the LS parameter estimates to be valid. If159
an ANN model has been successful in approximating the relationship that160
is contained in the calibration data (i.e if the model is replicatively valid),161
the residuals should approximate the random error term, ˆ ≈ . As such, if162
the above assumptions about  are reasonable, these should also hold for ˆ163
(Draper and Smith, 1998).164
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Violation of the LS assumptions may reveal deficiencies in the model.165
This could be due to an inappropriate model structure, such as insufficient166
model complexity, or the failure to find near-global optima in the error surface167
during calibration (training). Alternatively, the inability to approximate the168
desired relationship could be due to the absence of data on potential model169
inputs that have a significant impact on the model outputs, or the incorrect170
selection of model inputs from the available data. Consequently, when there171
is a discernible pattern in the residuals, attempts should be made to modify172
the model by re-visiting previous steps in the model development process,173
ensuring that appropriate model-development protocols are being followed174
(e.g., see Abrahart et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2014). In certain situations, how-175
ever, the LS assumptions may not be wholly plausible (e.g. in the case of176
heteroscedastic and/or autocorrelated measurement errors on y) and their177
violation may reflect the inappropriateness of the assumptions, rather than178
deficiencies in the model formulation (Clarke, 1973). In such cases, use of the179
SS criterion would result in invalid parameter estimates and inferences made180
about the process. Transformations, such as Box-Cox (Box and Cox, 1964),181
may be applied to the observed target data to correct for non-constant vari-182
ance and to improve the normality of the residuals (Bates and Watts, 1988),183
or alternatively, an alternative error model might be assumed for the pur-184
pose of calibration, which would result in more consistent model parameter185
estimates θˆ (Sorooshian and Dracup, 1980; Kuczera, 1983; Thyer et al., 2009;186
Schoups and Vrugt, 2010; Evin et al., 2013). As a result, it is suggested that187
diagnostic checks be performed on the model residuals to determine whether188
the LS assumptions have been violated, and hence, whether any modifica-189
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tions to the model or the error model are necessary to improve the replicative190
validity of the model.191
2.2.2. Methods192
In order to check the replicative validity of ANN models, it is recom-193
mended that both the deterministic and stochastic components of Eq. (1)194
be analysed. The following graphical diagnostics are suggested for assessing195
whether the model provides a good fit to the training data and whether there196
is any non-random structure remaining in the model residuals. Examples of197
these plots are shown and discussed in Section 5.198
• Scatter plot of observed versus predicted data. A scatter plot,199
where paired observations and model predictions are plotted against200
each other, provides a simple method for graphically assessing how201
well the model fits the training data. For an accurate, unbiased model,202
the points should plot along the 1:1 line, with scatter about this line203
representing the discrepancy between the observations and the model.204
Visual inspection of this plot may reveal systematic divergence from205
the 1:1 line, which indicates unmodelled behaviour. The model may be206
shown to under- or over-estimate in a certain range if most points lie207
below or above the line. As such, a scatter plot is ideal for assessing208
model performance at low, medium, and high magnitudes (Bennett209
et al., 2013).210
• Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot of observed versus predicted data.211
Q-Q plots are powerful tools for graphically assessing goodness-of-fit212
and may be easier to interpret than scatter plots, especially if the num-213
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ber of observations is either small or very large. To construct a Q-Q214
plot of the model predictions against the observations, these data sets215
are separately ranked, which removes the pairing between them, and216
the sorted predictions are plotted against the sorted observations. If217
the modelled and observed data are similarly distributed, points should218
plot approximately along the 1:1 line. Unlike the scatter plot, however,219
there should be no scatter about this line, since quantiles are plotted220
rather than paired data points. As a result, deviations from the line221
quickly reveal any differences in the distributions of modelled and ob-222
served data (e.g. biases at low or high magnitudes) (Chang and Hanna,223
2004).224
• Plot of observed and predicted data against data order. If225
the data were obtained in a time or space sequence, a plot of both the226
observed and modelled data against the data order (spatial and/or tem-227
poral) is possibly the most powerful graphical tool for visualising model228
performance, providing valuable insight into any model shortcomings229
such as errors in timing or location, inhomogeneous performance, and230
failure of matching at extremes (Crout et al., 2008). Even if the data231
have no specific ordering, this plot may still provide insight into the232
accuracy of the model and how it behaves in relation to the data.233
• Plot of standardised residuals against predicted data. This234
residual plot, with model output values on the x-axis and standard-235
ised residuals on the y-axis, is particularly useful for identifying non-236
constant variance in the residuals. Ideally, the residuals should display237
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no pattern, plotting more or less in a horizontal band, symmetric about238
zero (if the residuals are normally distributed, 95% of the standardised239
residuals should lie between ±1.96). Non-constant variance, or het-240
eroscedasticity, is most commonly shown by a widening band, where241
there is as an increase in the variability of the residuals as the mag-242
nitude of the response increases (although it may also be shown by243
a narrowing band) (Bates and Watts, 1988). This plot can also be244
useful for identifying outliers in the data, which may be indicated by245
particularly large residuals.246
• Plot of standardised residuals against against order of the247
data. If the spatial and/or temporal order of the data are known,248
this plot may be useful for identifying serial correlation in the residu-249
als, which suggests unmodelled deterministic behaviour in the data. As250
above, there should ideally be no visible pattern in this residual plot251
and residuals should lie randomly within a horizontal band. However,252
if the residuals display positive serial correlation, sequences of residuals253
with the same sign will be present. On the other hand, negative serial254
correlation in the residuals may also be observed, where residuals of255
one sign tend to be followed by residuals of the opposite sign. If non-256
random structure is evident in this plot, the assumption of independent257
residuals and the use of the SS objective function for calibration may258
not be appropriate.259
• Autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial-autocorrelation260
function (PACF) plots. Similar to above, if the data are a time261
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series, the ACF and PACF plots (Box and Jenkins, 1976) can easily262
reveal if there is any autocorrelation in the residuals (such patterns263
may not be so easy to detect with a time series plot of the residuals).264
The ACF measures the autocorrelation in the residuals as a function265
of lag:266
ACF = corr(ˆt, ˆt−k) (3)
where corr() gives the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient267
and k is the time lag. Autocorrelation is considered to be zero if the268
ACF values (at lags greater than k = 0) lie within the 95% confidence269
bands around zero, given by ±1.96/√N . Significantly non-zero ACF270
values and a non-random pattern indicate that the residuals are serially271
correlated. The PACF measures the autocorrelation at lag k that is not272
accounted for by autocorrelations at shorter lags. While the PACF plot273
is not necessary for validating the model, if the ACF plot indicates274
correlated residuals, a time series model may be a more appropriate275
model for  (e.g. t = φt−1 + zt where z ∼ N(0, σ2)) and the PACF276
plot can be useful for identifying the order of this model.277
• Normal probability plot of residuals. A normal probability plot,278
also known as a normal Q-Q plot, can be used to check whether the279
residuals are consistent with a Gaussian distribution (i.e. whether the280
normality assumption is reasonable). This plot is constructed by plot-281
ting sorted values of the standardised residuals against the correspond-282
ing theoretical values from the standard normal distribution. If the283
residuals are normally distributed, they will plot along, or close to,284
a straight line. Departure from this straight line indicates that the285
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residuals are probably not consistent with the Gaussian distribution.286
Additionally, the normal probability plot may indicate how the dis-287
tribution differs from normal: significant deviations at the end of the288
line may indicate the presence of outliers, while curvature can indicate289
skewness or long tails (Heiberger and Holland, 2004).290
• Histogram of residuals. A histogram of the residuals also allows for291
the normality of the residuals to be graphically checked. However, it is292
helpful to view such a plot in addition to the normal probability plot,293
as a histogram gives a clearer picture of the shape of the residual dis-294
tribution, providing a graphical summary of the shape, scale, location295
and symmetry (or lack thereof) of the residuals. The normal proba-296
bility plot, on the other hand, allows for easier detection of deviations297
from the normal distribution.298
2.3. Predictive Validation299
2.3.1. Underlying philosophy300
After the trained ANN model has passed the tests for replicative validity,301
all that is known is that the model provides a good fit to a single data set302
- the calibration data (Chapra, 1997). However, good performance of the303
model over the calibration data set does not guarantee correct predictive304
behaviour of the model (Power, 1993). This is because the calibration data305
might not be representative of the available data or the model might have306
been overfitted to the calibration data, thereby “learning” the specific pat-307
terns in the calibration data, rather than the general underlying relationship.308
Consequently, the purpose of predictive validation is to check whether the309
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model can generalize over the range of the data used for calibration (Fig. 1).310
In order to achieve this, the predictive performance of the model is checked311
on a dataset that was not used during calibration or any other part of the312
model development process (Maier et al., 2010). It should be noted that this313
independent dataset has been referred to either as test or validation set in314
literature. To clarify, in this paper, the validation data set is referred to as315
the dataset that is used to assess the performance of an ANN model once316
developed, and not to tune the model structure or prevent overfitting during317
the model development process. Care needs to be taken that the valida-318
tion data are representative of the data used for calibration, which can be319
achieved using a range of data splitting methods (May et al., 2010; Wu et al.,320
2013).321
2.3.2. Methods322
Predictive validity can be assessed by applying the trained ANN to an323
independent set of validation data and evaluating its performance. However,324
appropriate performance evaluation of a trained ANN model depends on the325
specific objectives of the model. Consequently, many different performance326
evaluation measures have been developed for indicating particular areas of327
model deficiency that are most important under differing viewpoints (e.g. ac-328
curate prediction of extremes may be considered more important than overall329
predictive accuracy or vice versa). In order to gain some consistency in the330
evaluation metrics used and reported in hydrological modelling studies, Daw-331
son et al. (2007) developed HydroTest (www.hydrotest.org.uk), a free web332
resource that supports the statistical analysis of hydrological modelling out-333
put. This website provides a suite of quantitative metrics aimed primarily at334
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assessing hydrological model time series forecasts and, being designed to sup-335
port numerous models being evaluated at the same time, it is ideally suited336
to data-driven modelling. While some of the HydroTest metrics will be ir-337
relevant in certain environmental modelling studies (e.g. when the data are338
not a time series), the majority of these metrics are also included in the po-339
sition paper by Bennett et al. (2013), who review methods and measures for340
evaluating the performance of environmental models in general. Therefore,341
in order to support and extend the use of consistent performance evaluation342
metrics in environmental modelling studies, it is suggested that all metrics343
from HydroTest be computed, allowing modellers to then select from these344
the appropriate measures that are most relevant to the particular require-345
ments of the models being evaluated. If a single measure of performance346
is desired (allowing straightforward model inter-comparisons), integration of347
multiple HydroTest metrics into a single measure can be achieved using some348
variant of the ideal point error (IPE) as discussed in Dawson et al. (2012).349
The HydroTest metrics are listed in Table A.1, along with a brief descrip-350
tion. For a more detailed explanation of these metrics readers are referred351
to Dawson et al. (2007, 2010); Bennett et al. (2013).352
In addition to the metrics given in Table A.1, it is suggested that sum-353
mary statistics of the observed and predicted datasets, including the mean,354
minimum, maximum, variance, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis,355
be compared (these statistics are also returned by HydroTest). A compari-356
son of such statistics between the observed and predicted data sets allows a357
‘direct value comparison’, whereby the characteristics of the predicted and358
observed data sets are compared as a whole, rather than on a point-by-point359
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basis (Bennett et al., 2013). Ideally, the summary statistics computed for360
the model predictions should be very close in value to those computed based361
on the observations; however, a direct value comparison can be particularly362
useful for quickly identifying how the predictions might differ from the ob-363
servations, which will not be obvious from the goodness-of-fit metrics given364
in Table A.1. Furthermore, the metrics in Table A.1 return a single value for365
the whole dataset, which can disguise significant divergent behaviour over366
time or space (Bennett et al., 2013). As such, it is also recommended that367
the first three plots described in Section 2.2.2 (scatter plot, Q-Q plot and368
plot of observed and predicted data versus data order) be constructed for369
the validation data, since these plots may provide valuable insights about370
the way a model performs that will not be evident from an assessment of371
such single-value metrics.372
2.4. Structural Validation373
2.4.1. Underlying philosophy374
As the data used to develop ANNs contain important information about375
the physical process being modelled, it is generally implied that a trained and376
(predictively) validated model represents the physical process of the system377
(Sudheer, 2005). However, ANN models that are both replicatively and pre-378
dictively valid are not guaranteed to result in models that represent plausible379
physical relationships. This is most likely due to problems with equifinality380
(Beven and Freer, 2001), where different combinations of model parame-381
ters (e.g. connection weights) result in similar predictive performance (see382
Kingston et al., 2005b). Consequently, the purpose of structural validation383
is to check whether the input-output relationship captured by the model is384
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plausible in accordance with a priori system understanding (Fig. 1). While385
this approach does not determine whether the correct underlying relationship386
has been identified, it is helpful for identifying models that are not plausible387
from a physical perspective.388
2.4.2. Methods389
Given the interconnected nature of MLP nodes and the nonlinear trans-390
fers applied within them, MLP connection weights are typically much less391
interpretable than the parameters of more traditional statistical models and,392
as such, provide little insight into the internal behaviour of the ANN model.393
In environmental modelling studies, efforts to extract the ‘knowledge’ em-394
bedded within a trained ANN have typically been aimed at quantifying the395
strength of the relationships between individual inputs and the output or396
at understanding the relationships represented by the hidden nodes. The397
latter approach is based on the idea that different physical sub-processes398
may be represented by individual hidden nodes (e.g., see Wilby et al., 2003;399
Jain et al., 2004; Sudheer and Jain, 2004; See et al., 2008; Jain and Ku-400
mar, 2009). However, due to the distributed nature of ANNs, individual401
hidden nodes generally do not correspond well with features in the problem402
domain. Rather, these physical components are likely to be encoded across403
a number of hidden nodes, and similarly, each hidden node may partially404
represent a number of different system components (Craven and Shavlik,405
1997). Consequently, it may be difficult, in general, to structurally validate406
ANN models using these methods. The former approach includes different407
sensitivity analysis (SA) methods, whereby the effects of variation of the in-408
puts on the output are assessed (Maier and Dandy, 1997; Maier et al., 1998;409
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Abrahart et al., 2001; Shahin et al., 2005; Sudheer, 2005; Park et al., 2007;410
Mount et al., 2013; Dawson et al., 2014), as well as methods based on the411
examination of the connection weights themselves (Olden and Jackson, 2002;412
Gevrey et al., 2003; Olden et al., 2004; Kingston et al., 2005b, 2006b; Jain413
et al., 2008).414
While a number of authors have reviewed and compared the abilities415
of different methods to accurately quantify the relative importance (RI) of416
ANN inputs (Gevrey et al., 2003; Olden and Jackson, 2002; Olden et al., 2004;417
Kingston et al., 2010; de On˜a and Garrido, 2014; Giam and Olden, 2015),418
the results of these comparisons have demonstrated that there is no approach419
for quantifying input importance that is consistently accurate. Rather, these420
methods are inherently unstable, being highly dependent on the network421
structure selected and the ‘optimal’ weights found during training. In addi-422
tion, the results of previous comparison studies differed, and may have po-423
tentially been biased towards particular methods, as a result of the data used424
(i.e. certain methods may appear to be more accurate than others depending425
on the complexity - nonlinearity, monotonicity, variable interdependency and426
interactions, etc. - of the comparison data), making it difficult to reach a427
consensus on which method, if any, is the best for quantifying input RI. Sarle428
(2000) presents a useful discussion on the limitations of various methods for429
quantifying input RI and how some methods may be more accurate in certain430
situations than others. Based on this discussion, together with the results of431
the aforementioned comparison studies, five methods, namely Garson’s, the432
Connection Weight (CW), modified CW (MCW), Profile and Partial deriva-433
tives (PaD) methods, are suggested for assessing the structural validity of434
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calibrated ANN models as part of the proposed validation framework. The435
first three methods directly use the connection weights to compute input RI,436
while the last two methods are SA approaches that examine the change in437
the model output as a result of input variation. These methods are described438
briefly below while further details, including the advantages and limitations439
of the methods, are provided in Appendix B.440
1. Garson’s method: Garson’s algorithm (Garson, 1991), or the ‘Weights’441
method as it was called in the comparison carried out by Gevrey et al.442
(2003), was one of the earliest methods proposed for quantifying the RI443
of ANN inputs based on the connection weights and has been used in444
numerous environmental modelling studies for extracting information445
from trained ANNs (Brosse et al., 1999; Abdul-Wahab and Al-Alawi,446
2002; Mi et al., 2005; Jain et al., 2008; Langella et al., 2010; Sreekanth447
and Datta, 2010; Phukoetphim et al., 2014; Kumar, 2014; Coad et al.,448
2014; Beck et al., 2014). Using this method, input RI is calculated449
by partitioning the hidden-output layer connection weights into com-450
ponents associated with each input node using absolute values of the451
connection weights. Since absolute values of the weights are used, it452
is only possible to estimate the magnitude but not the direction of the453
input contributions (i.e. whether an input has a positive or negative454
effect on the output).455
2. CW method: The CW approach of Olden and Jackson (2002) was456
found to provide the best overall methodology for quantifying ANN457
input RI in the comparison conducted by Olden et al. (2004) and has458
since been used to quantify input RI in a number of environmental459
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modelling studies (Joy and Death, 2004; Zanden et al., 2004; Kingston460
et al., 2005b, 2006b; Kemp et al., 2007; Shu and Ouarda, 2007; Watts461
and Worner, 2008; Watts et al., 2011; Beck et al., 2013; Sun, 2013).462
Using this approach, RI is computed based on an ‘overall connection463
weight’ between each input and the output, which in turn, is based464
on products of input-hidden and hidden-output connection weights for465
each input summed across all hidden nodes. In this approach, raw466
rather than absolute values of the weights are used, making it possible467
to estimate both the magnitude and direction of the input contribu-468
tions.469
3. MCW method: Kingston et al. (2006a, 2010) introduced a modi-470
fied CW method, where input RI is computed in the same fashion as471
the CW approach; however, the raw input-hidden node weights are472
“squashed” using the hidden layer activation functions. This method473
is only suitable for use with hidden layer activation functions that are474
symmetric about the origin (i.e. f(−x) = −f(x)), such as the hyper-475
bolic tangent (tanh) function. In comparison to the CW approach, this476
method has been shown to provide improved estimates of input RI in477
certain situations (Kingston et al., 2010).478
4. Profile method: The Profile SA method, first described in Lek et al.479
(1995, 1996), involves successively varying each input variable across480
its range while keeping all others constant at their minimum, first quar-481
tile, median, third quartile, and maximum values; thus, producing five482
output profiles displaying variation in the output over the range of the483
input variable of interest. The median predicted responses across the484
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five output profiles is also calculated, from which it is possible to assess485
the median behaviour of the model, given a range of different input486
values. In addition, the RI of each input is calculated based on the487
magnitude of the range of median output values produced by varying488
each input. Being relatively quick and easy to apply, SA methods have489
been popular for investigating input contributions in ANNs used for en-490
vironmental modelling applications (e.g., see Maier et al., 1998; O¨zesmi491
and O¨zesmi, 1999; Liong et al., 2000; Shahin et al., 2005; Young et al.,492
2011).493
5. PaD method: The PaD method (Dimopoulos et al., 1995, 1999) is494
another type of SA approach that involves computing partial deriva-495
tives of the model output with respect to each input variable in order496
to define the local rate of change of the output with respect to the497
corresponding input, while holding all other inputs fixed. This method498
was found to be the most useful for quantifying input importance in the499
comparison carried out by Gevrey et al. (2003) and was also shown to500
perform well in the comparison presented by Olden et al. (2004). It has501
since been used successfully in a number of environmental modelling502
studies to quantify ANN input variable contributions Park and Chung503
(2006); Park et al. (2007); Tison et al. (2007); Vasilakos et al. (2008);504
Laffaille et al. (2009); Olaya-Mar´ın et al. (2012); Kumar (2012); Mount505
et al. (2013); Dawson et al. (2014). Similar to the Profile method, this506
approach returns a profile of partial derivatives for each ANN input,507
which can be interpreted in a similar way to the coefficients in linear508
models, as well as a measure of input RI for each input. The sensitivity509
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(partial derivatives) profiles enable model behaviour to be interpreted510
with respect to process rationality (see Mount et al. (2013)).511
3. R-Package for Implementing Proposed Validation Framework512
A toolbox for implementing the proposed validation framework is avail-513
able in the validann package, which has been developed for the R software514
environment (R Core Team, 2015) and is available from the Comprehensive R515
Archive Network (CRAN) at http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=validann.516
The R environment was chosen as the development platform for this toolbox517
for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is free, open source and runs on all major518
platforms. Secondly, its package system allows for the simple distribution, use519
and maintenance of third-party code. Finally, a user’s ability to add functions520
and write scripts in R facilitates the extension and adaptation of the function-521
ality provided by the standard R environment and its many add-in packages.522
As such, the validann R package should not only enable researchers to read-523
ily access the proposed ANN validation methods, but also to manipulate and524
adapt these methods as required in order to integrate them into their own525
work; thus encouraging their maximum uptake and use. While there are al-526
ready methods and packages available within the R environment that can be527
used to perform many of the validation tests recommended within the pro-528
posed validation framework (e.g. hydroGOF (Zambrano-Bigiarini, 2014)529
for computing and plotting goodness-of-fit measures between observed and530
simulated values, NeuralNetTools (Beck, 2015) for performing sensitivity531
analyses and computing ANN input importance measures, and indeed many532
of the other statistical and plotting methods available in the pre-installed533
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Figure 2: Structure and core functions (shaded grey) of the validann R-package. Italics
are used to denote optional inputs to the functions.
R base packages), the validann package expands upon these methods and534
combines them into a single validation package that can be easily applied535
for consistent and comprehensive validation of ANN models developed both536
within and outside of the R environment.537
As shown in Fig. 2, the validann package has three core functions. The538
validann() and plot.validann() functions have been designed to achieve539
the primary objective of the validann package, which is to compute the540
replicative, predictive and structural validation results associated with the541
proposed validation framework, as outlined in Section 2, and to present these542
results in a user-friendly and efficient manner. In addition, the package543
includes the ann() function for constructing ANN models. These functions544
are described in further detail below.545
The ann() function is a method for training single hidden layer MLPs546
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with a specified model structure (i.e. number of hidden layer nodes, hid-547
den and output layer activation functions). This function is similar to the548
available nnet() function from package nnet (Venables and Ripley, 2002);549
however, it gives greater flexiblity by providing a choice between four alterna-550
tive activation functions for the hidden and output layer nodes, including the551
hyperbolic tangent (tanh), logistic sigmoid, linear (or identity) and exponen-552
tial functions, as well as allowing a user-defined error or objective function.553
More importantly, in the context of ANN validation, this function returns554
partial derivatives of the hidden and output node outputs with respect to555
their inputs, enabling computation of absolute and relative input sensitivi-556
ties using the PaD structural validation method described in Section 2.4.2557
and Appendix B. As a result, the ann() function is more compatible with558
the proposed ANN validation framework than other available ANN fitting559
functions that do not provide this output.560
Essential arguments to the ann() function are the input (x) and target561
(y) training data and the number of hidden layer nodes. By default, the562
method uses a tanh activation function for the hidden layer nodes and a563
linear activation at the output layer. The default objective function is the564
sum of squared residuals as defined by Eq. 2 and training is performed using565
the built-in optim() R function with the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno566
(BFGS) method, a quasi-Newton gradient-based optimisation method, as a567
default (although any of the optim() methods may be selected if appro-568
priate). Once a fitted ANN model has been obtained using ann(), other569
standard R methods are provided to work with the ‘ann’ objects returned.570
These include predict() to predict model outputs using a trained ANN571
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and new input data, as well as fitted(), observed() and residuals() to572
extract the training outputs, targets and model residuals, respectively.573
Function validann() is the foundation of the validann package. This574
generic function computes all of the validation metrics and statistics discussed575
in Section 2 according to the class of ANN model (if supplied) and the data576
provided. There are three main options for using this function, as shown in577
Fig. 2, where italics are used to denote optional inputs to the functions. The578
first option (Option 1 in Fig. 2) takes observed target data and simulated579
model outputs as inputs and returns goodness-of-fit metrics, model residuals580
and statistics related to the distribution of the residuals and the observed and581
simulated data. Additionally, if the weights of a trained ANN are supplied582
together with the numbers of nodes in each layer, input relative importance583
measures computed using Garson’s method and the CW method will be584
returned. However, since this option only allows for limited information585
regarding the internal dynamics of the model to be provided, additional586
structural validation metrics cannot be computed. As such, this option is587
the least preferred, as it only allows for limited structural validation of the588
model. However, it is also the most general option and may be useful in cases589
where the ANN model has been built outside of the R environment and/or590
is not of class ‘ann’ or ‘nnet’ (or indeed is not even an ANN). It may also591
be useful for predictive validation, once replicative and structural validation592
metrics have already been computed using either Options 2 or 3 in Fig. 2, as593
discussed below.594
The second validann() option (Option 2 in Fig. 2) is the most preferred,595
where the ANN model is built using function ann(). This allows for the596
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most comprehensive validation of the ANN model, as the MCW and PaD597
structural validation results are only produced if the ANN model is of class598
‘ann’ as returned by the ann() function. Additionally, both the Profile and599
PaD methods will only be carried out if the input data used for training are600
supplied, while the MCW input RI values will only be computed if the default601
tanh hidden layer activation function is employed when building the ANN602
model (since this is the only activation function available within function603
ann() that has a squashing effect on the weights and is symmetric about the604
origin. See Section 2.4.2). Output and target data are only optional inputs605
using this option, since if they are not supplied, the output and target data606
stored in the ‘ann’ object will be used for computing goodness-of-fit metrics,607
residuals and data summary statistics. This may be sufficient for replicative608
validation; however, for predictive validation, observed and simulated data609
for an independent validation set must be supplied.610
The third option for calling the validann() function (Option 3 in Fig. 2)611
allows for validation of ANN models of class ‘nnet’ built using the nnet()612
function from package nnet. Given the same inputs, this option will return613
similar results to Option 2, with the exception of the MCW and PaD struc-614
tural validation results. This is because the default logistic sigmoid hidden615
layer activation function adopted within the nnet() function is not symmet-616
ric about the origin as required by the MCW input RI method, while the617
hidden and output node partial derivatives required by the PaD method are618
not returned by the nnet() function. As with Option 2, the output and tar-619
get data are optional inputs (since corresponding data stored in the ‘nnet’620
object may be used); however, for predictive validation, these data must be621
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supplied.622
It is important to note that, regardless of which option is chosen, the623
validann() function must be called twice in order to produce results for624
predictive and replicative validation: once with the training data, and ideally625
the ANN weights and model structure, as inputs (replicative and structural626
validation) and then again using the independent validation data (predictive627
validation). All three of the options return a list object of class ‘validann’628
which includes components according to the inputs supplied when calling the629
validann() function. At most (i.e. when the ANN model is of class ‘ann’630
with tanh hidden layer activation function and input data are included in631
the function call), a ‘validann’ object will be comprised of the components632
given in Table 1.633
Finally, the plot.validann() function is a plot method for objects of634
class ‘validann’ that produces a series of plots according to the components635
of the validann object supplied. By default, the plots produced are grouped636
into goodness-of-fit, residual analysis and sensitivity analysis plots, with mul-637
tiple plots to a page, as follows:638
• Goodness-of-fit plots (predictive, replicative validation): scatter and Q-639
Q plots of observed versus predicted data and observed and predicted640
data against data order.641
• Residual analysis plots (replicative validation): histogram and normal642
probability plot of residuals; residual autocorrelation and partial au-643
tocorrelation plots; standardised residuals against predicted data and644
standardised residuals against against order of the data.645
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Table 1: Components of a validann object.
Component
name
Description
metrics Values of the metrics given in Table A.1 computed based on the observed (y) and
predicted (yˆ) data supplied or stored in the supplied ANN model.
residuals A series of residuals (y − yˆ) computed based on the observed and predicted data
supplied or stored in the ANN model.
obs stats,
sim stats,
resid stats
Mean, minimum, maximum, variance, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis
values computed based on the observed and predicted data and on the model
residuals.
ri Relative importance values for each input computed according to the five methods
described in Section 2.4.2 and Appendix B.
y hat Model response values indicating the local sensitivity of the model to each input,
calculated using the Profile method, as described in Section 2.4.2 and Appendix B.
as Absolute sensitivity values for each input calculated according to the PaD method
described in Section 2.4.2 and Appendix B.
rs Relative sensitivity values for each input calculated according to the PaD method
described in Section 2.4.2 and Appendix B.
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• Sensitivity analysis plots (structural validation): Profile sensitivity plots:646
for each input, plots of predicted response versus percentile of input;647
PaD sensitivity plots: for each input, plots of relative and absolute648
sensitivity versus observed response.649
The ‘plot.validann’ function has as optional inputs the logical argu-650
ments ‘gof’, ‘resid’ and ‘sa’, which control whether or not the goodness-651
of-fit, residual analysis and sensitivity analysis plots, respectively, will be652
produced and, by default, are all set to true. It is possible to ‘turn off’ a653
group of plots by setting the corresponding argument to false when calling the654
‘plot.validann’ function. For example, if arguments ‘resid’ and ‘sa’ are655
set to false, no residual analysis or sensitivity analysis plots will be output.656
This may be useful when the ‘validann’ object has been computed based on657
independent validation data, since the goodness-of-fit plots are of primary658
interest for predictive validation. Additionally, plots will not be produced if659
the required components of the ‘validann’ object are empty (e.g. no sen-660
sitivity analysis plots will be produced if components ‘y hat’, ‘rs’ and ‘as’661
have not been populated). If the plot device is interactive (i.e. the screen),662
the user is prompted to view the next plot or group of plots. However, if663
another graphics device is specified (e.g. jpeg, postscript, pdf), all plots will664
be displayed in a single file. The style and format of the plots produced by665
the plot.validann() function are not easily manipulated; however, all val-666
idation results used in the creation of the plots are stored in the ‘validann’667
object returned by function validann(), giving users the ability to create668
their own validation plots as desired.669
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4. Case Studies670
The proposed ANN validation framework was applied to two real en-671
vironmental modelling case studies in order to demonstrate the benefits of672
considering replicative and structural validity in addition to predictive valid-673
ity. Since not all of the proposed framework methods are suited to all types674
of problems, the case studies were selected to demonstrate the framework675
when applied to two problems that are fundamentally different in nature: (i)676
a forecasting problem with strong temporal dependencies and highly corre-677
lated inputs and (ii) a prediction problem with no temporal component and678
relatively independent inputs. The results of these case studies, presented679
in Section 5, also demonstrate the types of outputs generated by the core680
functions of the R-package validann.681
4.1. Background and Data682
4.1.1. River Murray (Australia) salinity forecasting683
The River Murray salinity (RMS) dataset has been studied extensively in684
the context of ANN development, where the aim has generally been to fore-685
cast salinity concentrations in the River Murray at Murray Bridge, South686
Australia, 14 days in advance (e.g., Maier and Dandy, 1996, 2000; Bowden687
et al., 2002, 2005; Kingston et al., 2005a, 2008; Fernando et al., 2009; Wu688
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). The available dataset includes 4140 daily observa-689
tions of 16 variables, including streamflow, water level and salinity at several690
locations along the River Murray upstream of Murray Bridge, for the period691
from December 1986 to April 1998. Previous studies used approximately half692
of the available data (December 1986 - June 1992) for ANN development,693
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while the remaining data (July 1992 - April 1998) were reserved to simulate694
a real-time forecasting situation using the ANN models developed (Bowden695
et al., 2005; Kingston et al., 2005b, 2008; Fernando et al., 2009). To deter-696
mine the important inputs for forecasting Murray Bridge salinity 14 days697
in advance, Fernando et al. (2009) used a partial mutual information (PMI)698
approach to select from a total of 1304 candidate inputs (including lags of up699
to 113 days for each of the 16 candidate input variables). They found three700
inputs to be significant: Waikerie salinity (WAS), Mannum salinity (MAS)701
and flow at Lock 7 (L7F), each a time lag of one day (t− 1).702
In line with previous studies, variables WASt−1, MASt−1 and L7Ft−1 were703
used as inputs for forecasting Murray Bridge salinity 14 days in advance704
(MBSt+13), with data between December 1986 and June 1992 used for train-705
ing and data from July 1992 to April 1998 used for independent validation.706
A time series plot of the target MBSt+13 data is shown in Fig. 3 (a), where707
data to the left of the red dashed line are the training targets, while those708
to the right of the line are the validation targets. In Fig. 3 (b), a histogram709
of the MBSt+13 data shows that the distribution of these data is reasonably710
normal. In Table 2, it can be seen that the upstream salinity and flow inputs711
for this forecasting problem are moderately to highly correlated with one an-712
other and with the target salinity concentration at Murray Bridge, and each713
input and the output are highly autocorrelated.714
4.1.2. Surface water turbidity prediction, Australia715
The southern Australian turbidity (SAT) dataset has previously been716
studied by van Leeuwen et al. (1999) and Maier et al. (2004) who developed717
ANN models to assist treatment plant operators with determining optimal718
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3: (a) Time series of MBSt+13 data. The red dashed line denotes the split between
training and validation data; training data are to the left and validation data to the
right. (b) Histogram of the MBSt+13 data. The grey dashed line denotes the Gaussian
distribution.
Table 2: River Murray salinity data cross- and autocorrelation coefficients
MASt−1 WASt−1 L7Ft−1 MBSt+13
Cross-correlation
MASt−1 1.00 0.86 -0.66 0.91
WASt−1 1.00 -0.74 0.94
L7Ft−1 1.00 -0.72
Autocorrelation
Lag-1 0.996 0.996 0.999 0.996
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alum doses for water treatment plants in southern Australia. In addition,719
the dataset has subsequently been used by Wu et al. (2013) for comparing720
the performance of different data splitting methods used in the development721
of ANN models.722
The SAT dataset, as discussed in Maier et al. (2004), comprises 202 mea-723
surements of raw and treated water quality parameters including turbidity,724
pH, colour, ultraviolet absorbance at a wavelength of 254 nm (UVA-254), al-725
kalinity and dissolved organic carbon (DOC), together with the correspond-726
ing alum doses. Raw water parameters were collated from 29 raw water727
samples collected from 14 different surface water sources located in southern728
Australia. The corresponding treated water quality parameters were mea-729
sured from jar tests, where each of the raw water samples was dosed with730
a number of different alum concentrations and the resulting water quality731
parameters were recorded. Wu et al. (2013) used a PMI approach to se-732
lect the relevant inputs for predicting treated water turbidity (TwTurbidity)733
from the six raw water quality parameters (RwTurbidity, RwPh, RwColour,734
RwUvAbs254, RwAlkalinity and RwDOC) and the alum dose, finding Rw-735
Turbidity, RwPh, RwColour, RwUvAbs254 and the alum dose to be signif-736
icant. They then used four data splitting methods to divide the available737
data into training (60%), testing (20%) and validation (20%) datasets.738
In this study, the data split obtained by Wu et al. (2013) using the DU-739
PLEX data splitting method (Snee, 1977) was used for training and validat-740
ing the ANNs developed. However, for the purposes of the current study,741
where optimal model selection and cross-validation during training were not742
applied, a testing dataset was not needed; thus, the training and testing data743
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Table 3: SAT dataset cross-correlation coefficients
RwTurbidity RwPh RwColour RwUvAbs254 Alum Dose TwTurbidity
RwTurbidity 1.00 -0.05 0.14 -0.21 0.10 0.40
RwPh 1.00 -0.15 0.08 0.20 -0.01
RwColour 1.00 0.76 0.32 0.14
RwUvAbs254 1.00 0.39 0.00
AlumDose 1.00 -0.22
were combined. As a result, 162 data samples (80%) were used for training744
and the remaining 40 samples (20%) were reserved for validation of the mod-745
els. The inputs used for predicting TwTurbidity were also those selected by746
Wu et al. (2013) using the PMI approach (RwTurbidity, RwPh, RwColour,747
RwUvAbs254 and alum dose). In comparison to the River Murray salinity748
case study, with the exception of inputs RwUvAbs254 and RwColour, the749
SAT inputs are relatively uncorrelated either with each other or with the750
target TwTurbidity data, as can be seen in Table 3. Furthermore, unlike751
the RMS dataset, there is no time component to the SAT data. A plot of752
the TwTurbidity samples, together with a histogram of these data, is shown753
in Fig. 4, where it can be seen that the distribution of the TwTurbidity754
data is significantly non-Gaussian (positively skewed), with the majority of755
TwTurbidity values lying close to 0 NTU.756
4.2. ANN Model Development and Validation757
For each case study, 15 different ANN structures were considered with758
the number of hidden nodes increasing from 1 to 15. Additionally, for each759
of the 15 network structures, the connection and bias weights were initialised760
five times with different random starting values between -0.1 and 0.1, re-761
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Figure 4: (a) SAT target TwTurbidity data. Black dots denote the training data; red dots
denote the validation data. (b) Histogram of the TwTurbidity data. The grey dashed line
denotes the Gaussian distribution.
sulting in a total of 75 ANN models being developed for each case study.762
All ANNs were single hidden layer networks with hyperbolic tangent (tanh)763
hidden layer activations and a linear activation at the output. All input data764
were standardised to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one,765
while the target data were linearly rescaled between 0 and 1. The models766
were built in R (3.2.2) using the ann() function from the validann pack-767
age discussed in Section 3, with the default BFGS optimisation algorithm768
used for training. All models were trained without cross-validation or early769
stopping for a maximum of 500 iterations using the default sum of squared770
residuals as an objective function.771
To validate the models, the validann() function from the validann pack-772
age was applied twice to each model: the first time using the (unscaled)773
training data to obtain replicative and structural validation results, and the774
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second time using the (unscaled) independent validation dataset to obtain775
predictive validation results. Three of the best performing models, in terms776
of predictive validity, were selected for each case study and used to compare777
and contrast the corresponding replicative and structural results.778
5. Results and Discussion779
5.1. River Murray salinity forecasting780
Predictive validation results for the RMS dataset are presented in Ta-781
ble 4. The three models fitted to this dataset and selected for comparison782
have been named RMS1, RMS2 and RMS3 and details of these models in783
terms of their size (number of hidden nodes and weights) and the random784
seed used to initialise the weights are also given in this table. Four sum-785
mary statistics, namely the mean, standard deviation (SD), skewness and786
kurtosis, are presented in Table 4 to compare the overall distributions of787
the model outputs with that of the observed data. Additionally, five perfor-788
mance evaluation metrics, namely the RMSE, AIC, MARE, RSqr and CE,789
have been selected from Table A.1 to summarise the fit between the model790
outputs and the validation data. These performance metrics were selected791
as they are widely used in environmental modelling studies and provide a792
good summary of how well the model fits the data over a range of different793
magnitudes (low, average and high), as well as a comparison between the794
model fit and model complexity. Moreover, they are applicable to data with795
or without a time component and, consequently, are also suitable for assess-796
ing the performance of the turbidity case study models. As can be seen in797
Table 4, all three models give a good fit to the validation data (CE≥ 0.9),798
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with relatively little difference in their predictive performance, particularly799
considering the large variation in the size of the three models. As can also be800
seen, there is no definitive “best” model in terms of the performance metrics801
or summary statistics presented. Rather, model RMS1 with 13 hidden nodes802
appears to give the best overall fit to the data, while model RMS3 with three803
hidden nodes is the most parsimonious, providing a comparable fit to the804
data with significantly fewer weights (free parameters). Model RMS2 sits805
between these other models, achieving a slightly better fit to the data than806
RMS3, but still with many fewer weights than RMS1.807
Table 4: River Murray salinity predictive validation results. Best results are
highlighted in bold text.
RMS1 RMS2 RMS3 Observed
Hidden nodes 13 5 3 -
# of weights 66 26 16 -
Random seed 3 3 1 -
RMSE 66.7 67.1 67.6 -
AIC 8897 8831 8824 -
MARE 7.35 7.95 7.41 -
RSqr 0.929 0.935 0.937 -
CE 0.915 0.914 0.913 -
Mean 584.8 582.3 578.9 608.1
SD 206.6 199.6 200.2 228.5
Skewness 0.35 0.38 0.47 0.41
Kurtosis 2.40 2.34 2.62 2.69
Model performance results for models RMS1, RMS2 and RMS3 when ap-808
plied to the training data (replicative validity) are given in Table 5. These809
results are similar to the predictive validation results presented in Table 4, in810
that an improved fit to the data is achieved as the number of parameters is in-811
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creased. This is not surprising, since no early stopping to prevent overfitting812
was applied. However, when applied to the training data, the best (smallest)813
AIC value was also obtained using the largest model (RMS1), suggesting the814
extra complexity of this model is warranted given the superior fit achieved.815
Table 5: River Murray salinity replicative validation results. Best results are
highlighted in bold text.
RMS1 RMS2 RMS3 Observed
RMSE 32.7 35.4 37.6 -
AIC 7187 7266 7367 -
MARE 4.2 4.5 4.8 -
RSqr 0.973 0.968 0.964 -
CE 0.973 0.968 0.964 -
Mean 600.7 600.7 600.7 600.7
SD 194.9 194.4 194.0 197.6
Skewness 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11
Kurtosis 1.68 1.69 1.67 1.75
From the results presented in Tables 4 and 5, RMS1 may be considered816
the “optimal model”, since this model gives the best fit to both the training817
and validation datasets. However, the results of the residuals analysis for818
this model, presented in Fig. 5, show that the residuals are strongly autocor-819
related, as indicated by the ACF plot in Fig. 5(c), where the majority of lags820
show significant autocorrelation (ACF values outside of the 95% confidence821
bands). In fact, similar results were observed for all three models RMS1,822
RMS2 and RMS3 (although not shown here for the purpose of brevity), indi-823
cating a possible deficiency in the models, which might be due to the omission824
of important input information. Ideally, in such circumstances, the model de-825
velopment steps should be revisited, including the selection of model inputs.826
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 (a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f) 
Figure 5: Residual analysis plots obtained using the plot.validann() function applied
to model RMS1. Blue dashed lines denote the 95% confidence bands, while red dashed
lines in (a) and (b) denote the Gaussian distribution and those in (e) and (f) show the
zero line.
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However, reselection of model inputs was beyond the scope of this paper and827
the following autoregressive error model with lag-2 autocorrelations (AR(2))828
was instead assumed in an attempt to account for any predictable component829
remaining in the residuals:830
t = φ1t−1 + φ2t−2 + zt; zt ∼ N(0, σ2z) (4)
The order of this error model was selected according to the number of lags831
displaying significant autocorrelation in the PACF plot shown in Fig. 5(d).832
The models were retrained using the new error model and residual analysis833
methods were subsequently applied to the innovations, z, rather than the834
raw residuals, in order to test the replicative validity of the three new models835
RMS1-AR2, RMS2-AR2 and RMS3-AR2.836
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the autocorrelation was reasonably well captured837
by the error model given by Eq. 4 for all three models, since the ACF of the838
innovations, zt, at lags ≥ 1 are mostly within the 95% confidence bands839
around zero (as denoted by the blue dashed lines in Fig. 6). While there840
is some autocorrelation (predictable structure) remaining, this is minimal,841
particularly for models RMS2-AR2 and RMS3-AR2. In addition, with refer-842
ence to the predictive validation results presented in Table 6, it can be seen843
that, although a slightly inferior fit to the validation data was achieved using844
an AR(2) error model than the standard SS residuals objective function, a845
good fit (CE ≥ 0.9) to these data was still achieved by all three models.846
In this case, the RMS2-AR2 and RMS3-AR2 models appear to be the most847
predictively valid according to the metrics and statistics presented in Table 6.848
Using the PMI input selection procedure, Fernando et al. (2009) found849
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Figure 6: ACF plots obtained using models (a) RMS1-AR2, (b) RMS2-AR2 and (c)
RMS3-AR2. Blue dashed lines denote the 95% confidence bands around zero.
Table 6: Predictive validation results for models RMS1-AR2, RMS2-AR2 and
RMS3-AR2. Best results are highlighted in bold text.
RMS1-AR2 RMS2-AR2 RMS3-AR2 Observed
RMSE 72.4 71.1 71.3 -
AIC 9068 8952 8936 -
MARE 8.3 7.7 8.4 -
RSqr 0.927 0.935 0.932 -
CE 0.900 0.903 0.903 -
Mean 583.8 581.1 582.7 608.1
SD 189.7 190.0 192.1 228.5
Skewness 0.37 0.26 0.40 0.41
Kurtosis 2.44 2.34 2.58 2.69
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that the order of importance of the selected RMS inputs, from most impor-850
tant to least, was WASt−1, MASt−1 then L7Ft−1. This finding is supported851
by the scatterplot of RMS model inputs versus MBSt+13 presented in Fig. 7,852
where it can be seen that there is strong, positive correlation between the853
output MBSt+13 and inputs WASt−1 and MASt−1, with the WASt−1-MBSt+13854
relationship showing slightly less scatter. It can also be seen that there is855
a strong inverse relationship between MBSt+13 and L7Ft−1, particularly at856
the lower salinity levels (higher flows) (the correlation coefficients presented857
in Table 2 also support the findings of the PMI input selection; however,858
these coefficients only capture linear relationships). However, there are also859
important interactions between the inputs, given the way in which salinity860
transport depends on both flow rates and upstream salinity levels. The travel861
time between Waikerie and Murray Bridge is approximately 14 days when862
flow rates are around 17,000-21,000 ML/day, while the travel time between863
Mannum and Murray Bridge is approximately 14 days when flow is around864
6500 ML/day (Maier and Dandy, 1996). As such, the importance of inputs865
WASt−1 and MASt−1 in predicting MBSt+13 varies depending on the flow866
rate. For flows greater than 21,000 ML/day, the travel times between both867
upstream locations and Murray Bridge are less than 14 days and, thus, cur-868
rent salinity levels at Waikerie and Mannum become irrelevant to the salinity869
concentration at Murray Bridge 14 days in advance. This flow rate coincides870
with that in Fig. 7 where a significant change in the relationship between871
MBSt+13 and L7Ft−1 can be seen.872
The RI values for models RMS1-AR2, RMS2-AR2 and RMS3-AR2 as873
calculated using the five methods discussed in Section 2.4.2 are presented in874
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Figure 7: Scatter plot of RMS inputs versus MBS.
Table 7. As can be seen, model RMS2-AR2 is the only model for which the875
input RI values across all of the calculation methods correspond to the order876
of input importance found by Fernando et al. (2009). Additionally, this is the877
only model for which the signs of the input contributions are correct when878
calculated according to the CW and MCW methods (the only methods that879
indicate the sign of the contribution). While variations in the RI results may880
be due to deficiencies in the methods used to compute these values, the fact881
that all structural validity results for model RMS2-AR2 are consistent with882
a priori knowledge about the input-output relationship gives confidence that883
the modelled relationship is plausible.884
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Table 7: River Murray salinity input RI values.
Model MASt−1 WASt−1 L7Ft−1
Garson
RMS1-AR2 19.2 34.3 46.5
RMS2-AR2 28.3 45.4 26.3
RMS3-AR2 15.8 31.4 52.8
CW
RMS1-AR2 0.2 36.8 -63.0
RMS2-AR2 41.5 51.9 -6.6
RMS3-AR2 71.3 25.7 3.0
MCW
RMS1-AR2 -5.6 49.0 -45.4
RMS2-AR2 36.4 44.8 -18.8
RMS3-AR2 38.2 20.5 -41.3
Profile
RMS1-AR2 24.8 42.2 33.0
RMS2-AR2 33.0 49.4 17.7
RMS3-AR2 32.1 45.6 22.4
PaD
RMS1-AR2 33.8 26.7 39.5
RMS2-AR2 37.6 26.2 36.2
RMS3-AR2 38.3 24.6 37.1
46
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Figure 8: Absolute sensitivity plots for each RMS input obtained using the PaD method
applied to model RMS2-AR2.
In addition to the single-valued input RI measures, it is important to con-885
sider the profiles of input sensitivities, which reveal detailed, local patterns886
of input-output sensitivity; thus, giving better insight into how the model887
behaves as an input is varied over its range. However, given that the inputs888
associated with this case study are strongly correlated with one another, the889
Profile method is not suitable for assessing input sensitivities, as infeasible890
combinations of the inputs would most likely be used in their calculation.891
The PaD method, on the other hand, is suitable for computing input sen-892
sitivities for this case study. The absolute sensitivity, or partial derivative,893
profiles obtained using the PaD method applied to model RMS2-AR2 are894
shown in Fig. 8.895
By inspection of these profiles, the modelled relationships again appear896
to be consistent with knowledge about the underlying process: the par-897
tial derivatives of the output calculated with respect to inputs WASt−1 and898
47
MASt−1 predominantly lie above the zero line (denoted by the red dashed899
line), indicating a positive relationship between these inputs and MBSt+13,900
while those calculated with respect to input L7Ft−1 mostly lie below the901
zero line, indicating that there is typically an inverse relationship between902
L7Ft−1 and MBSt+13. Additionally, there appear to be two separate rela-903
tionships between input MASt−1 and MBSt+13 (as observed from the two904
apparent clusters of absolute sensitivity values in the MASt−1 plot in Fig. 8),905
with MASt−1 displaying relatively little importance (absolute sensitivity val-906
ues close to zero) when MBSt+13 values are low (these typically correspond907
with relatively high flows) and greater importance when MBSt+13 values are908
greater than 600 EC units (which tend to occur when flow rates are less909
than 20,000 ML/day). The absolute sensitivity profile for input WASt−1, on910
the other hand, suggests that this input is most important when forecasting911
low to mid-range Murray Bridge salinities and less important when forecast-912
ing high salinities, which typically occur when flow rates are low. These913
results are consistent with knowledge about the ranges of flow rates that re-914
sult in travel times of around 14 days from both of the upstream locations915
and, hence, under which flow rates the upstream salinity inputs would con-916
tribute most to the prediction of MBSt+13. Consequently, since the results917
presented in Table 7 and Fig. 8 demonstrate plausible input-output rela-918
tionships have been captured by RMS2-AR2, this model can be considered919
structurally valid. This is in contrast to model RMS1-AR2, whose abso-920
lute sensitivity profiles are shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen in this figure,921
significantly more partial derivative values lie below the zero line for input922
MASt−1 and above the zero line for input L7Ft−1 when compared with the923
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Figure 9: Absolute sensitivity plots for each RMS input obtained using the PaD method
applied to model RMS1-AR2.
plots shown in Fig. 8 for model RMS2-AR2. Additionally, the magnitudes924
of the sensitivities for input L7Ft−1 for certain MBSt+13 values between 600-925
1200 EC units (corresponding to low-mid range flows) are greater than those926
obtained using model RMS2-AR2 for the same range of MBSt+13 values, sug-927
gesting that model RMS1-AR2 attributes greater importance to this variable928
than RMS2-AR2 over this range of values. Moreover, model RMS1-AR2 at-929
tributes significantly more importance to input L7Ft−1 than either of the930
upstream salinity inputs over this range (which coincides with low-mid range931
flow rates), which is not in agreement with the results of the PMI input se-932
lection or the scatter plots presented in Fig. 7. These results can also be seen933
in the RI values computed using the CW and MCW methods, with relatively934
little importance given to input MASt−1 and greater (negative) importance935
attributed to input L7Ft−1.936
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Overall, it has been found that model RMS2-AR2 is best suited to fore-937
casting MBSt+13, when taking into account the predictive, replicative and938
structural validity of the models considered. This is in contrast to model939
RMS1, which, although resulting in the best fit to both the training and940
validation data, was a significantly more complex model (with 66 weights941
compared to 26 for RMS2-AR2) and did not appropriately capture the under-942
lying input-output relationship (there was remaining non-random structure943
in the residuals).944
5.2. Surface water turbidity prediction945
The models fitted to the SAT dataset and selected for comparison were946
named SAT1, SAT2 and SAT3 and the predictive validity of these models was947
compared using the same performance metrics and data summary statistics948
as were used for the previous case study. These results, along with details949
about the size of the models and the random seeds used to initialise the950
network weights, are given in Table 8. As was the case for the River Murray951
salinity case study, the models had similar predictive performance, but a large952
variation in size and number of weights (model SAT3 has 91 fewer parameters953
than model SAT1). The majority of metrics presented in Table 8 suggest that954
model SAT1 with 14 hidden nodes is the most predictively valid; however,955
as can be seen, there were relatively large predictive errors associated with956
all three models (RMSEs ≥ 0.29 in comparison to the mean TwTurbidity957
value of 0.3 and MARE values ≥ 70%), which is consistent with the results958
obtained by Wu et al. (2013).959
Scatter plots of the observed versus predicted TwTurbidity values ob-960
tained by applying the three models to the validation data are displayed in961
50
Table 8: Surface water turbidity predictive validation results. Best results are
highlighted in bold text.
SAT1 SAT2 SAT3 Observed
Hidden nodes 14 12 1 -
# of weights 99 85 8 -
Random seed 4 5 4 -
RMSE 0.29 0.31 0.32 -
AIC 148.6 123.3 -29.4 -
MARE 100.0 72.8 72.0 -
RSqr 0.81 0.80 0.78 -
CE 0.81 0.78 0.76 -
Mean 0.42 0.36 0.38 0.44
SD 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.67
Skewness 2.0 3.0 3.3 2.3
Kurtosis 7.3 12.8 13.6 7.4
Fig. 10. Here, it can be seen that while the SAT1 model predictions have the962
least scatter about the 1:1 line (perfect predictions), this model also displays963
a tendency to under-predict TwTurbidity at smaller magnitudes, with a num-964
ber of unrealistic negative turbidities predicted. Likewise, model SAT2 has965
also predicted some negative turbidities (although fewer than model SAT1),966
showing a slight tendency to under-predict TwTurbidity at smaller magni-967
tudes. Model SAT3, on the other hand, has the greatest scatter about the968
1:1 line, but is the only model that predicted all TwTurbidity values to be969
greater than zero.970
The same scatter plots obtained by applying models SAT1, SAT2 and971
SAT3 to the training data (indicating replicative validity) are shown in972
Fig. 11, where it can be seen that models SAT1 and SAT2 give an almost973
perfect fit to the observed TwTurbidity values, while for model SAT3, there974
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Figure 10: Scatter plots of observed versus predicted TwTurbidity (NTU) obtained by
applying models (a) SAT1, (b) SAT2 and (3) SAT3 to the validation data. The red
dashed line denotes a perfect fit.
is some discrepancy between the observations and the predictions. This may975
be due to the larger models overfitting the training data; however, AIC values976
of -246, -275 and -248 obtained for models SAT1, SAT2 and SAT3, respec-977
tively, suggest that the extra complexity of model SAT2 over that of model978
SAT3 is warranted given the improved fit to the training data.979
For this case study, there is no time component (or spatial correlation)980
associated with the data; therefore, it is unnecessary to assess the autocorre-981
lation structure of the residuals. However, it is still important to consider the982
distributions of the model residuals and whether the residuals have constant983
variance. Histograms of the residuals resulting from the three models when984
applied to the training data are shown in Fig. 12. For models SAT1 and985
SAT2, the residuals appear to be approximately normally distributed with986
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Figure 11: Scatter plots of observed versus predicted TwTurbidity (NTU) obtained by
applying models (a) SAT1, (b) SAT2 and (3) SAT3 to the training data. The red dashed
line denotes a perfect fit.
a mean of zero. While the residuals resulting from model SAT3 also have987
a mean of zero, their distribution appears to be somewhat skewed, which,988
given that the TwTurbidity data are also significantly skewed (see Fig. 4), is989
unsurprising. However, this result suggests that Box-Cox transformed target990
data may produce more efficient parameter estimates. From the plots of stan-991
dardised residuals versus predictions shown in Fig 13, where the predicted992
TwTurbidity data are given in logarithmic scale for easier interpretation, it993
can be seen that there are no obvious patterns in the residuals from any of994
the models. There do, however, appear to be a number of possible outliers.995
In terms of the structural validity of the models, for this case study, it is996
difficult to determine the “true” magnitudes of input RI or even the order997
of input importance for predicting TwTurbidity. This is because the inputs998
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Figure 12: Histograms of model residuals obtained by applying models (a) SAT1, (b) SAT2
and (3) SAT3 to the training data. The red dashed line denotes the Normal distribution.
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Figure 13: Standardised residuals obtained using models (a) SAT1, (b) SAT2 and (3)
SAT3 versus log predicted TwTurbidity. The red dashed line shows the zero line, while
blue dashed lines denote the 95% limits of the standard normal distribution.
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are significantly more important in combination than they are individually.999
For example, when considering RwTurbidity or alum dose alone, these in-1000
puts seem to be of relatively low importance for predicting TwTurbidity1001
(accounting for approximately 19% and 7% of the variance in TwTurbidity,1002
respectively); however, in combination, the contribution of these inputs in1003
predicting the output is far greater (accounting for approximately 76% of1004
the variance in TwTurbidity). In this case, a SA based structural validation1005
approach is more useful for assessing the plausibility of the modelled relation-1006
ships than input RI values, as the output profiles provided by such methods1007
allow for the behaviour of the models to be examined when one input is var-1008
ied and the others remain fixed. The Profile SA method is more informative1009
than the PaD approach in this case, as the way in which the model responds1010
to changes in a given input can be viewed in relation to different levels of the1011
fixed inputs, which is important when the influence of an input depends on1012
the value of another input. For this case study, where the associated model1013
inputs are relatively uncorrelated with one another (see Table 3), the Profile1014
method is considered to be suitable for assessing input sensitivities, as it is1015
unlikely that infeasible combinations of the inputs would be used in their1016
calculation.1017
When assessing the results of the Profile method, a plausible model would1018
be one that produces outputs roughly within the range of the observed data1019
(TwTurbidity between ≈ 0− 6 NTU) and displays reasonably monotonic re-1020
lationships between the variable of interest and TwTurbidity when all other1021
explanatory variables are fixed. In addition, it would generally be expected1022
that as the turbidity of the raw water (RwTurbidity) increases, the resulting1023
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turbidity of the treated water (TwTurbidity) would also increase for fixed1024
values of all other explanatory variables. Likewise, the higher the UVA-2541025
of the raw water (RwUvAbs254), the higher the TwTurbidity would be ex-1026
pected to be, since UVA-254 is used as a surrogate for dissolved natural1027
organic matter (NOM) concentration, which negatively impacts turbidity re-1028
moval (alum reacts preferentially with dissolved NOM) (White et al., 1997).1029
Colour is also an indicator of NOM and, as such, a similar relationship might1030
be expected. However, in the study by van Leeuwen et al. (1999), colour was1031
found not to be significant for predicting optimum alum doses for the SAT1032
dataset. Consequently, it could be expected that this variable would have1033
little influence on the resulting TwTurbidity for the SAT dataset. Similarly,1034
pH was found to be unimportant for predicting optimum alum doses in the1035
study carried out by van Leeuwen et al. (1999). While optimum doses of1036
alum do depend on the pH of the water, with lower doses possible when pH1037
is maintained in the neutral range between 6-8 (Crittenden et al., 2012), the1038
raw water pH (RwPh) range of the SAT dataset is 7.48-8.63, which when1039
lowered through the addition of alum should generally be within the neutral1040
range. Therefore, it would be expected that for the range of RwPh in the1041
SAT dataset, this variable would have little influence on the resulting TwTur-1042
bidity. On the other hand, alum dose is certainly important for predicting1043
treated water turbidities, with generally decreasing TwTurbidity expected1044
for increasing alum dose.1045
Shown in Figs. 14-16 are the input sensitivity profiles for models SAT1,1046
SAT2 and SAT3, respectively, obtained using the Profile method. As can1047
be seen when comparing these figures, only model SAT3 could be considered1048
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physically plausible, with both SAT1 and SAT2 producing negative values1049
of TwTurbidity for certain input values (as was also observed in Fig. 10).1050
In addition, the response of model SAT1 to variation in several of the key1051
inputs is contradictory to the expected behaviour of the model (e.g. pre-1052
dicted TwTurbidity reduces with increasing RwTurbidity and increases with1053
increasing alum dose). Model SAT2, on the other hand, displays input-1054
output relationships that are more complicated than would be expected when1055
all other variables are fixed (e.g. the non-monotonic relationships between1056
RwUvAbs254 and RwPh and TwTurbidity). Model SAT3 appears to be the1057
most structurally valid, displaying input-output relationships in line with1058
physical understanding. In agreement with the findings of van Leeuwen et al.1059
(1999), model SAT3 indicates that inputs RwPh and RwColour are relatively1060
unimportant for predicting TwTurbidity for the SAT dataset, as indicated1061
by the limited scale of the y-axis in Figs. 16 (b) and (c). Furthermore, for1062
the remaining inputs, the resulting predicted TwTurbidity ranged between1063
approximately 0-6.5, which is a plausible range for this variable given the1064
ranges of the input variables considered. The threshold behaviour observed1065
for model SAT3 when increasing alum dose and fixing all other inputs at their1066
maximum values is as would be expected, as it was observed by White et al.1067
(1997) that a threshold alum dose is often required before a sharp reduction1068
in turbidity is achieved.1069
Based on these case study results, model SAT3 is considered to be the1070
most structurally valid, while the predictive and replicative validity of mod-1071
els SAT1 and SAT2 appear to be the best. The results suggest that model1072
SAT3, with one hidden node, is perhaps too simple to appropriately cap-1073
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 (a) (b)
(c) (d) 
(e)
Figure 14: Input sensitivity profiles obtained using the Profile method applied to model
SAT1.
58
 (a) (b)
(c) (d) 
(e)
Figure 15: Input sensitivity profiles obtained using the Profile method applied to model
SAT2.
59
 (a) (b)
(c) (d) 
(e)
Figure 16: Input sensitivity profiles obtained using the Profile method applied to model
SAT3.
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ture the relationship in the data, while the much larger models SAT1 and1074
SAT2, with 14 and 12 hidden nodes, respectively, are too complex resulting1075
in overly complicated and unrealistic modelled relationships. In this study,1076
little attention was paid to model training and it is possible that a model1077
with slightly more complexity than SAT3 (e.g. a 2 hidden node ANN) could1078
be developed, taking care to optimally train the model (e.g. applying early1079
stopping and perhaps a different training algorithm), that is predictively,1080
replicatively and structurally valid.1081
6. Summary and Conclusions1082
Validation is a critical step in any model development process and ANN1083
models are no exception. Although validation is generally performed during1084
the development of ANN models, this is mainly restricted to predictive vali-1085
dation, as part of which the predictive performance of a trained (calibrated)1086
ANN is assessed on an independent validation set. While this is an im-1087
portant aspect of the model validation process, residual analysis (replicative1088
validation) and an assessment of how plausible the input-output relationship1089
represented by the calibrated model is (structural validation) are considered1090
important components of validation in other areas of environmental mod-1091
elling, but are generally ignored in the validation of ANNs. In order to enable1092
these additional aspects of validation to be incorporated in the development1093
of ANN models, a validation framework for ANNs and an R-package that1094
enables this framework to be implemented in a user-friendly and consistent1095
fashion are introduced and tested in this paper. Adoption of the framework1096
not only improves the quality and credibility of the resulting ANNs, but also1097
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makes it easier to compare the results from different studies in an objective1098
fashion.1099
Results of the application of the framework and validann R-package to1100
two different environmental modelling case studies highlight the importance1101
of performing replicative and structural validation in addition to predictive1102
validation. In each case, the results revealed that ANN models producing1103
the best fit to the data do not necessarily result in either plausible models or1104
models which best capture the underlying relationship in the training data.1105
By considering the predictive, replicative and structural validity of the ANN1106
models developed, areas of model deficiency were identified, which would1107
not have been evident if predictive validation alone had been performed.1108
Thus, it was seen that application of the ANN validation framework may1109
provide important insights into how an ANN model may be improved in1110
order to improve the overall validity of the model. The validann R-package1111
has been developed such that the proposed framework can be implemented1112
in a user-friendly and consistent fashion, while the methods provided have1113
been designed to be flexible and adaptable, such that validation of ANNs1114
developed using different software or tools is also supported. It is hoped that1115
this will encourage the maximum uptake and application of the proposed1116
validation framework, such that the comprehensive validation of ANNs in1117
environmental modelling becomes commonplace.1118
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Appendix A1530
Table A.1: Performance evaluation metrics included in HydroTest (Dawson
et al., 2007, 2010).
Statistic Description
Absolute Metrics
Absolute Maximum Error
(AME)
Magnitude of the maximum (positive or negative) residual. Useful
for establishing whether a maximum permissible error has been
exceeded. Range = [0,∞); ideal value = 0.
Peak Difference (PDIFF) Difference between maximum predicted and observed values. Useful
for indicating whether the range of the predicted data is similar to
the observed data. Range = (−∞,∞); ideal value = 0.
Mean Error (ME) Mean of the residuals. Residuals of opposite sign cancel each other
out; thus, a low score may not indicate an accurate model. Range
= (−∞,∞); ideal value = 0.
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) Mean of the absolute residuals (which are unaffected by cancella-
tion). Useful for assessing overall fit with no bias towards larger
or smaller values since all residuals are weighted equally. Range
= [0,∞); ideal value = 0.
Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE)
Calculates mean of the squared residuals (which are unaffected by
cancellation). Taking the square root then returns values in real
units. Squaring the residuals causes bias towards the largest events;
thus, this metric may be useful for assessing performance when it is
more important to accurately model large values. Range = [0,∞);
ideal value = 0.
Fourth Root of the Mean
Quadrupled Error (R4MS4E)
Similar to RMSE but using the fourth power. Gives greater weight-
ing to larger residuals than RMSE, further biasing the evaluation
in favour of higher magnitude records. Range = [0,∞); ideal value
= 0.
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Table A.1: Performance evaluation metrics included in HydroTest (continued).
Statistic Description
Mean Squared Logarithmic Er-
ror (MSLE)
Mean squared difference between logged values of observed and
predicted records. Taking the logarithm of the data biases the
evaluation towards smaller events. Range = [0,∞); ideal value =
0.
Mean Squared Derivative Error
(MSDE)
Mean squared difference between the residuals at two successive
time steps. Penalises noisy time series and series with timing errors.
Useful for indicating the fit to the hydrograph shape in hydrological
models. Not appropriate for data sets that are not in or have no
temporal order. Range = [0,∞); ideal value = 0.
Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC)
Goodness-of-fit measures, modified to penalise model complexity.
In this instance, the logarithm of the RMSE is increased according
to the number of free parameters in the model and the number of
data points used for calibration. BIC typically penalises complexity
more than AIC. Useful for selecting the minimal model that best
explains the observed data.
Number of Sign Changes (NSC) Number of times the sequence of residuals changes sign. Useful for
identifying systematic behaviour in the residuals. Range = [1, N −
1], where N is the number of data points. For random residuals
(ideal model), the frequency of NSC sign changes should be the
binomial coefficient with the number of trials equal to N−1, where
N is the number of data points (Geary, 1970).
Relative Metrics
Relative Absolute Error (RAE) Sum of the absolute residuals relative to the sum of absolute differ-
ences between the observed data and the mean of the observed data.
Useful for determining whether the performance of the model is bet-
ter than that of the average forecasting approach. Range = [0,∞);
ideal value = 0.
Inertia Root Mean Squared Er-
ror (IRMSE)
Weighted RMSE, where the weight is the standard deviation of cal-
culated increments in the observed data. Thus the original RMSE
is adjusted according to the fit between the observed data and the
previous observed value. Useful for determining whether the per-
formance of the model is better than that of the naive forecasting
approach. Not appropriate for data sets that are not in or have
no temporal order. Range = [0,∞); values < 80% are considered
satisfactory, while values < 70% are regarded as good.
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Table A.1: Performance evaluation metrics included in HydroTest (continued).
Statistic Description
Percent Error in Peak (PEP) Difference between maximum predicted and observed values rela-
tive to the maximum observed value. For a perfect model, the result
would be zero. Useful for indicating the mismatch in peak values
for single event time series data. Range = (−∞,∞); ideal value =
0.
Mean Absolute Relative Error
(MARE)
Mean of absolute residual relative to the observed value. Useful
for assessing performance when it is more important to accurately
model lower magnitude events. Range = [0,∞); ideal value = 0.
Median Absolute Percentage Er-
ror (MdAPE)
Median of absolute residual relative to the observed value. Similar
to MARE, but being based on the median relative residual rather
than mean, this metric is less affected by skewed error distributions
and outliers. Range = [0,∞); ideal value = 0.
Mean Relative Error (MRE) Mean of residual relative to the observed value. Relative residu-
als of opposite sign cancel each other out; thus a low score may
not indicate an accurate model. MARE and MdAPE are generally
preferred. Range = (−∞,∞); ideal value = 0.
Mean Squared Relative Error
(MSRE)
Mean of squared residual relative to the observed value. Similar to
MARE, but squaring the relative residual makes this metric more
sensitive to the larger relative errors that occur at lower magnitudes.
Range = [0,∞); ideal value = 0.
Relative Volume Error (RVE) Sum of the residuals relative to the sum of the observed data. Useful
for indicating the overall water balance of the model and is recom-
mended for evaluating continuous hydrographs. Range = (−∞,∞);
ideal value = 0.
Dimensionless Metrics
Coefficient of Determination
(Rsq)
Square of the “Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient”,
describing the linear correlation between the observed and predicted
data. Useful for comparisons of model performance between studies
since this metric is independent of the scale of data used. This met-
ric is insensitive to additive and proportional differences between
the observed and predicted datasets; thus a high value may not
indicate a good fit. Range = [0, 1]; ideal value = 1.
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Table A.1: Performance evaluation metrics included in HydroTest (continued).
Statistic Description
Coefficient of Efficiency (CE) Also known as Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient. Compares the sum of
squared residuals to the sum of squared differences between the ob-
served data and the mean of the observed data. This metric repre-
sents an improvement over Rsq, as it is more sensitive to differences
in the observed and modelled means and variances. Squared resid-
uals may add bias to large magnitude events. Use of the observed
mean as a baseline may lead to overestimation of model skill for
highly seasonal variables. Range = (−∞, 1]; ideal value = 1.
Index of Agreement measure
(IoAd)
Compares the sum of squared residuals to the potential error. This
metric is similar to Rsq, but is better able to handle differences
in modelled and observed means and variances. Squared residuals
may add bias to large magnitude events. Range = [0, 1]; ideal value
= 1.
Persistence Index (PI) Compares the sum of squared residuals to the sum of squared differ-
ences between the observed data and the previous observed value.
Represents an improvement over CE when data are seasonal due
to the use of previous observed value as a baseline model. Squared
residuals may add bias to large magnitude events. Not appropriate
for data sets that are not in or have no temporal order. Range
= (−∞, 1]; ideal value = 1.
Volumetric Efficiency (VE) Compares the sum of absolute residuals relative to the sum of the
observed data. Represents the fraction of water delivered at the
proper time. Range = (−∞, 1]; ideal value = 1.
Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE) CE decomposed into linear correlation, bias and variability compo-
nents. Represents an improvement over CE. Range = [0, 1]; ideal
value = 1.
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Appendix B1532
B.1 Garson’s method1533
Using Garson’s method, the RI of the ith input in predicting the output1534
is calculated by:1535
RIGarson,i =
∑J
j=1
(
|wi,j |∑K
k=1 |wk,j |
× |wj,O|
)
∑K
l=1
[∑J
j=1
(
|wl,j |∑K
k=1 |wk,j |
× |wj,O|
)] × 100% (5)
where wij is the connection weight between the ith input and the jth hidden1536
node, wj,O is the connection weight between the jth hidden node and the1537
output, K is the number of inputs and J is the number of hidden nodes in1538
the network. Rewriting Eq. 5 as:1539
RIGarson,i =
J∑
j=1
[
|wi,j|∑K
k=1 |wk,j|
× |wj,O|∑J
j=1 |wj,O|
]
× 100% (6)
it can be seen that Garson’s measure of RI is the sum of products of nor-1540
malised weights.1541
The main limitation of this method is that, because it uses absolute values1542
of the weights, the signs of the input contributions are not taken into account,1543
which can result in misleading RI values. For example, if an input has a1544
positive impact on the output through one hidden node and an inhibitory1545
effect on the output through another hidden node, the overall impact of the1546
input should be somewhere in between (i.e. the overall contribution of an1547
input is diminished if it has counteracting impacts through individual hidden1548
nodes). However, as Garson’s measure only accounts for the magnitude of the1549
impacts through different hidden nodes, and not the direction, counteracting1550
impacts are added together to strengthen the overall contribution.1551
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B.2 Connection Weight (CW) method1552
This method is based on the sum of the products of input-hidden and1553
hidden-output connection weights, or ‘overall connection weight’ (OCW)1554
(Olden and Jackson, 2002). The OCW of the ith input can be calculated by:1555
1556
OCWi =
J∑
j=1
wi,j × wj,O (7)
The OCW values are subsequently used to compute RI values for each input1557
as follows:1558
RICW,i =
OCWi∑K
k=1 |OCWk|
× 100% (8)
The main limitation of the CW method is that it does not account for the1559
“squashing” effect of the typically sigmoidal hidden layer activation functions1560
(Sarle, 2000). The amount of squashing increases with the magnitude of the1561
summed input to a hidden node; thus, if the summed input to a hidden node1562
is large, the computed RI measures are unlikely to accurately describe the1563
modelled input-output relationships. The effect of squashing is unlikely to be1564
a problem when modelling linear relationships, since the weights and biases1565
feeding into a sigmoidal hidden node are generally very small, such that the1566
summed input to the node lies on the linear part of the sigmoidal curve near1567
the origin (Bishop, 1995). On the other hand, nonlinear relationships, such1568
as those typical of environmental processes, rely on the nonlinear portion1569
of the sigmoidal curve to accurately capture the input-output relationship;1570
thus, the impact of squashing on the RI values computed using the CW1571
method is likely to be more significant.1572
While squashing of the input-to-hidden node weights may also affect Gar-1573
son’s measure, normalisation of these weights (see Eq. 6) reduces the effect1574
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of squashing to some extent, as the excessive influence of large weights is1575
diminished (Sarle, 2000).1576
B.3 Modified Connection Weight (MCW) method1577
If the activation function used on the hidden layer nodes is symmetric1578
about the origin (e.g. the hyperbolic tangent function), the MCW approach1579
may be used to account for the effect of squashing on computed RI values to1580
some extent by using this activation function to “squash” the input-hidden1581
node weights as follows:1582
MCWi =
J∑
j=1
g (wi,j)× wj,O (9)
where g (·) is the activation function used on the hidden layer nodes. If1583
the input data are standardised, large weights feeding into the hidden nodes1584
would be the primary cause, overall, for large summed inputs into the nodes,1585
and hence, significant amounts of squashing. Therefore, by squashing the1586
input-hidden node weights using the hidden layer activation functions, the1587
influence of excessively large weights is removed. The MCW values calcu-1588
lated using Eq. 9 are used to compute RI values for each input using Eq. 8,1589
substituting MCW for OCW. It is important that this method is only used1590
when the hidden layer activation function is symmetric about the origin (i.e.1591
f(−x) = −f(x)) so that the magnitude of large positive or negative weights1592
is reduced without the sign of the weights being affected.1593
A limitation of this method is that the magnitudes of the input-hidden1594
node weights are not considered in relation to those of the other weights feed-1595
ing into the same hidden node (including the bias), or the values of the inputs1596
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themselves, which all influence the degree of squashing. Consequently, the1597
resulting RI values computed using “squashed” input-hidden node weights1598
may not give an accurate representation of the actual relative contributions1599
of the various ANN inputs. This may be a particular issue when large bias1600
weights saturate the activation function of a hidden node, requiring large1601
input-hidden node weights to offset the large bias, such that the associated1602
hidden node does not simply behave as a bias node itself. In such circum-1603
stances, squashing the input-hidden node weights in the computation of input1604
RI values may not be appropriate.1605
B.4 Profile method1606
The sensitivity of an input variable describes the degree to which the1607
output is affected by variations of that input - the more ‘sensitive’ the input,1608
the greater its influence on the model output. The Profile method, like other1609
one-at-a-time SA methods, involves successively varying each input variable1610
over its range while keeping all others constant at arbitrary values. However,1611
as these arbitrary values may significantly influence the results, all variables1612
except for the variable of interest are fixed initially at their minimum values,1613
then successively at their first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum1614
values. As a result, five output profiles corresponding to the five summary1615
statistics are produced for each input variable of interest. The median of1616
these five output profiles is then calculated to represent the median output1617
variation over the range of the input variable of interest. Using the Profile1618
method, the RI of each input can be calculated based on the magnitude of1619
the range of output values produced by varying each input (Gevrey et al.,1620
2003; Olden et al., 2004). To express this range in a similar manner to the RI1621
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values given by Eqs. 6 and 8, the following equation is used in the validann1622
implementation:1623
RIProfile,i =
max(yˆi)−min(yˆi)∑K
k=1 [max(yˆk)−min(yˆk)]
× 100% (10)
where yˆi is the vector of 101 median output values obtained by varying the1624
ith input over its range.1625
In the validann implementation of this algorithm, each input is increased1626
in turn from its minimum value to its maximum value in increments of 1%,1627
producing five output values for each of the 101 input values considered.1628
While the RIProfile,i values are calculated based on median output values,1629
six profiles of output variation are returned for each input: the five profiles1630
corresponding to the five summary statistics, together with the median of1631
these profiles.1632
B.5 Partial Derivatives (PaD) method1633
A similar, but more direct and computationally efficient, method for eval-1634
uating the sensitivities of model inputs involves computing the partial deriva-1635
tive of the model output with respect to each input variable of interest. By1636
definition, each partial derivative defines the local rate of change of the out-1637
put with respect to the corresponding input, while holding all other inputs1638
fixed (Sarle, 2000). Using a simple backward chaining partial differentiation1639
rule, the partial derivative of an ANN output O with respect to its ith input1640
Ii is calculated according to (Hashem, 1992):1641
∂O
∂Ii
=
J∑
j=1
∂O
∂hj
∂hj
∂Zj
∂Zj
∂Ii
(11)
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where hj is the output from the jth hidden node, Zj is the input to the1642
jth hidden node, and J is the number of hidden nodes in the network. The1643
original PaD approach of Dimopoulos et al. (1995, 1999) was based on the1644
assumption of logistic sigmoid activation functions, giving:1645
∂On
∂Ii,n
= On(1−On)
J∑
j=1
wjOhj,n(1− hj,n)wij (12)
which returns a partial derivative value for every n = 1, . . . , N observation in1646
a given dataset, where N is the total number of observations. Consequently,1647
the PaD approach returns a profile of partial derivatives for each ANN input,1648
where the partial derivative values can be interpreted in a similar way to1649
the coefficients in linear models: a positive partial derivative indicates that1650
the model output will increase with an increase in the input variable, while1651
a negative partial derivative indicates a reduction in the output value will1652
occur (Gevrey et al., 2003). An important advantage of the PaD approach1653
over the Profile method is that the input sensitivities are calculated based1654
on observed data rather than on synthetic input data that often include1655
infeasible combinations of input values.1656
A limitation of the original PaD approach is due to the assumption of1657
logistic sigmoid activation functions (to the authors’ knowledge, the PaD ap-1658
proach has not been applied to ANNs with different activation functions). In1659
a recent paper, Coad et al. (2014) stated that their reason for choosing Gar-1660
son’s method over the PaD approach for quantifying ANN input importance1661
was that logistic sigmoid activation functions had not been used in their1662
model. However, the PaD approach is easily extended to include other com-1663
monly used differentiable activation functions. As such, a more general form1664
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of Eq. 12 is used in the validann implementation of this method, which can1665
be used to compute partial derivatives for ANNs with arbitrary differentiable1666
activation functions:1667
∂On
∂Ii,n
=
J∑
j=1
wjO
∂On
∂ZO,n
· wij ∂hj,n
∂Zj,n
(13)
where ZO,n is the summed input to the output node O. For commonly
used activation functions, including the identity, logistic sigmoid, hyperbolic
tangent and exponential functions, ∂On/∂ZO,n and ∂hj,n/∂Zj,n in Eq. 13 may
be substituted by Eqs. 14-17, respectively:
∂y
∂x
= 1 (14)
∂y
∂x
= y(1− y) (15)
∂y
∂x
=
1
cosh2(x)
(16)
∂y
∂x
= exp(x) (17)
Another potential disadvantage of the original PaD approach is that the1668
input sensitivities returned by Eqs. 12 and 13 are in absolute form, mean-1669
ing they are not invariant to the magnitudes of either O or Ii (McCuen,1670
1973). For example, a large absolute partial derivative, ∂On/∂Ii,n, indicates1671
the model output O is particularly sensitive to input Ii about its nth value.1672
However, if the magnitude of Ii,n itself was particularly small, a ‘small’ varia-1673
tion in Ii,n (i.e. ∂Ii,n) may in fact not be so small relative to its size and, thus,1674
the relative influence of Ii,n on the output would be less than that computed1675
using absolute partial derivatives. To overcome this, Mount et al. (2013);1676
Dawson et al. (2014) computed the relative sensitivity (RS) of each input by1677
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normalising the partial derivatives given by Eq. 12, as follows:1678
RSi,n =
∂On/On
∂Ii,n/Ii,n
=
∂On
∂Ii,n
· Ii,n
On
(18)
Unlike absolute sensitivity, RS values allow the assessment of an input’s rela-1679
tive influence on the output, taking into account the magnitudes of the input1680
and output values at which sensitivity is calculated. Consequently, the vali-1681
dann implementation of the PaD method returns both absolute and relative1682
sensitivity profiles, as defined by Eqs. 13 and 18, respectively. However, for1683
ANNs, whose inputs and outputs are usually standardised in some way, care1684
must be taken when interpreting the RS values, since the way in which the1685
data are standardised may significantly affect the resulting RS values (e.g. a1686
value of O = 0 results in an undefined value of RS). As such, when using this1687
method, it is recommended that the input and output data be rescaled such1688
that all values are greater than zero (e.g. 0.1 < Ii < 0.9 and 0.1 < O < 0.9).1689
In order to reduce the large number of sample partial derivatives returned1690
by the PaD method into a single measure of importance for each input, the1691
sum of square partial derivatives (SSD) over the observed dataset has been1692
used (Dimopoulos et al., 1999; Gevrey et al., 2003):1693
SSDi =
N∑
n=1
(
∂On
∂Ii,n
)2
(19)
This measure may be suitable for ranking input importance in individual1694
studies; however, since Eq. 19 deals with squared sensitivities and is not1695
normalised, a more comparable measure of RI is calculated in the validann1696
implementation of the PaD method by normalising the root mean squared1697
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partial derivatives (RMSD) as follows:1698
RIPaD,i =
RMSDi∑K
k=1RMSDk
× 100% (20)
where1699
RMSDi =
√√√√ N∑
n=1
(
∂On
∂Ii,n
)2
/N (21)
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